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Introduction



Introduction: de novo assembly problem, solved ?

Assembly of 3rd generation sequencing data

- requires correction (not my problem today)
- solves almost all genomic repetitions

Assembly graph of the E. coli genome1:

But in reality …

1One chromosome, one contig [Koren and Phillippy, 2015]
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Introduction: de novo assembly problem, solved ?

NCTC : 3000 bacteria cultures sequenced with PacBio, and
assembled with HGAP2

599 / 1136 (34 %) assemblies are not single-contig (as of Feb 2019)

Assembly problem is solved for many bacteria but not for all.

2[Chin et al., 2013]
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KNOT: Knowledge Network
Overlap exTraction



KNOT: A synthetic example

- Dataset: Terriglobus roseus synthetic pacbio, 20x coverage
(LongISLND3)

- Assembly tools: Canu 4

Can we recover missing edges between contigs?

3[Lau et al., 2016]
4[Koren et al., 2017]
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Not even a repetition problem..

Dotplot of T. roseus genome against itself.

Length of the tandem repeat is 460 kbp. The repetition explains only
one of the two contig breaks.
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KNOT: A synthetic example

An assembly graph can be defined as :

- nodes → reads
- edges → overlaps

Overlap graph (constructed by Minimap2 5), reads are colored by
Canu contig.

5[Li, 2018]
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KNOT: Pipeline

Assembly contigs Raw reads

Contig classification Raw string graph

Inter-contigs paths search

Augmented assembly graph

Analysis explain before

Input

Output
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KNOT: definition of an Augmented Assembly Graph

The AAG is an undirected, weighted graph:

nodes: contigs extremities
edges:

- between extremities of a contig (weight = 0),
- paths found between contigs (weight = path length in
bases)

tig1 tig8 tig4
491922 ovl

755235

Plain links are paths compatible with true order of contigs, dotted links are
other paths.
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KNOT: Path classification

We classify paths based on their length (in base pairs):

Distant:
> 10 kbp

Adjacency:
< 10 kbp

Multiple adjacency:
< 10 kbp

In prokaryotes, most repetitions are < 10 kbp 6

6[Treangen et al., 2009]
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KNOT: Hamilton walk

AAG’s are generally complete graphs. We can enumerate all their
Hamilton walks.

The weight of a walk is the of sum of all edge weights.

Supposedly: We assume that lowest-weight walk is the true genome.

• Green walk weight: 18,769 bases
• Blue walk weight: 136,229 bases
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Results on 38 datasets from NCTC3000

We selected 38 datasets from NCTC3000, where Canu, Miniasm and
Hinge didn’t produce the expected number of chromosomes (i.e.
unsolved assemblies).

- 19 datasets were manually solved by NCTC
- 17 remained fragmented
- 2 with no assembly attempt by NCTC
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KNOT: Path classification

Across 38 datasets:

Mean number of
Canu contigs 4.32
Edges in AAG 32.67
Theoretical max. edges in AAG 41.83
Distant edges 28.64
Adjacency edges 4.02
Dead-ends in Canu contigs 4.94
Dead-ends in AAG, adjacency edges 2.70

Almost half of the missing paths in contigs graph are recovered.
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KNOT: Hamilton walk

Generally, the true contig ordering is a low-weight Hamiltonian walk
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Graph analysis of fragmented long-read bacterial genome assemblies

Summary:

- Bacterial assembly is not solved for all datasets
- Build and analyse Augmented Assembly Graph can help

Future:

- Assembly graph between contig
- Biological validation (we search collaboration)

- Application to larger genome/metagenome
- Performance improvement (path search step)

https://gitlab.inria.fr/pmarijon/knot

@pierre_marijon 13
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